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of the people's belief in universal democracy, to use the
people's participation in the war to cultivate a basic habit of
organizational life, to use the people's execution of tasks in
the war to cultivate a sense of responsibility in carrying out
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public tasks. Hence this is a plan which covers war and
development at the same time. It is a plan that stipulates
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ensuring that this will be a war to end all wars, that afterwards
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we will proceed towards realization of the ideal of universal
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harmony, and that we will complete the revolution passively
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and actively in one battle."
The Three Principles of the People are entirely founded
upon the notion that every person in the nation bears individ
ual responsibility for the outcome of the struggle. "A war of
universal democracy is essentially a war in which everyone
must participate and for which everyone must be responsible.
Hence everyone should naturally bear full responsibility for
fighting the war. In particular those who have been influenced
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by traditional military affairs think that war is the business of
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the military, and since they are themselves not soldiers, they
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definitely do not feel that they have any responsibility for
this. Thus people generally tend to feel that the war is not
their business." But in reality, it is their business, since "the
war against Communism is a total war, one which must be
fought by everyone, everywhere, and at all times."
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This exposition of total war by General Teng is under
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taken, as the book's title indicates, with an urgent task in
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mind. Chinese Communist leader Deng Xiaoping announced
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already in 1980 his plans to conquer Taiwan by 1991. What
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General Teng-about whom Deng is reportedly obsessed
proposes, is to use the enormous instabilities inherent in the
Communist system to conquer mainland China instead. Many
would consider it impossible that tiny Taiwan could conquer
the mainland. Yet, General Teng says, the P.R.C. only looks
strong because it has been faced with no opposition. Once it
is, the contradictions inherent in the system of Communism,
which have produced the economic collapse, starvation, and
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popular upheaval now taking place on the mainland, become
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readily apparent, and the path to victory clear.
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Much of the book is a manual for this reconquest. Yet,
its concepts of "total war," "revolutionary spirit," and the
"Three Principles of the People" are also those necessary to
defeat the plans of the Soviet Empire to defeat the Western
alliance by approximately the same time that Deng intends to
conquer Taiwan. The worldwide anti-Bolshevik resistance
movement can take great lessons from General Teng's book.
Almost equally importantly, resistance fighters everywhere
can be greatly heartened that a man like General Teng, and
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his faction in the Kuomintang, exists. Near the conclusion of
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his work, the general writes, "In his testament, Dr. Sun Yat
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sen said we should unite all those in the world who regard us
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as equals to fight alongside us."
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